PsA4ID domains for FIL vs PBO, including pain (p=0.0001; Figure 1b). A significant improvement in SF–36 PCS, but not in MICS, with FIL vs PBO was observed. The mean change (SD) from baseline in PCS at week 16 was 7.4 (6.6) vs 2.4 (6.6) for FIL vs PBO, respectively (LS mean of group difference 4.67 [2.58, 6.76], p<0.0001).

Conclusion: Compared with PBO, FIL significantly improved disease impact in patients with active PsA, as measured by the PsA-specific PsA4ID total score and individual domain scores. Significant improvement in SF–36 PCS score was also seen with FIL.
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GO-DACT: A RANDOMIZED DOUBLE-BLIND PLACEBO-CONTROLLED PROOF-OF-CONCEPT TRIAL OF GOLIMUBU PLUS METHOTREXATE (MTX) VERSUS MTX MONOTHERAPY, IN IMPROVING DACTYLITIS, IN MTX NAIVE PSORIATIC ARTHRITIS PATIENTS
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SECUKINUMAB IMPROVES GRAPPHA-OMERACT CORE DOMAINS OF PSORIATIC ARTHRITIS REGARDLESS OF PREVIOUS EXPOSURE TO A TNF INHIBITOR
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Background: Secukinumab, a fully human interleukin 17 (IL-17A) monoclonal antibody, has demonstrated efficacy in psoriatic arthritis (PsA) in phase 3 clinical trials.1-4 The PsA core domain set, updated by the